This paper discusses the first observation of stimulated magnetic resonance transitions between the hyperfine levels of trapped ground state atomic antihydrogen, confirming its presence in the ALPHA apparatus. Our observations show that these transitions are consistent with the values in hydrogen to within 4 parts in 10 3 . Simulations of the trapped antiatoms in a microwave field are consistent with our measurements.
small CPT violation. This paper describes the first -not so precise-measurement of hyperfine transitions in H atoms confined in a magnetic minimum trap [3] together with simulations showing the internal consistency of the results. These are useful to move beyond a proof-of-principle experiment to a serious CPT test.
Apparatus
The ALPHA apparatus, consisting of a Penning trap, atom trap, and detector system is described in Ref. [4] . H confinement is achieved by a threedimensional magnetic field minimum at the centre of the Penning trap. This field is formed by superposition of an octupole to provide the radial well and a pair of mirror coils to provide an axial well. 60 silicon wafer modules arranged in 3 layers cover the region where H are synthesized and trapped. This detector's purpose is to detect antiproton annihilations and to distinguish them from cosmic rays. Pulsed 27-30 GHz microwaves, lying in the K a band, are amplified and injected into the ALPHA apparatus vacuum and travel along the Penning electrodes. The magnetic field in the trap is measured using resonant heating of an electron plasma when microwave radiation is injected at the cyclotron frequency [5] . The energy level scheme for ground state H is shown in Figure 1 . The trapped H are in 'low-field seeking' states, |c and |d . Resonant microwaves induce the transitions |c → |b (f bc ) and |d → |a (f ad ) to 'high-field seeking' states, which are driven to the trap walls where they annihilate. We refer to them as PSR transitions; in the high-field limit, they amount to a positron spin flip.
Method
The antihydrogen synthesis procedure used in this work is very similar to that described in Ref. [6] . Briefly, plasmas of antiprotons and positrons are accumulated, cooled, and then transfered to the central region of the apparatus. Positron and antiproton plasmas are trapped in the vicinity of each other in a so-called nested well configuration [7] . After the injection, most synthesized antihydrogen atoms will escape the trap due to their high kinetic energy. Mixing is carried out in a 1 s window during which we typically observe 5000 ± 400 annihilation events. After the 1 s mixing period, the charged particles are ejected.
We hold the trapped antihydrogen atom(s) for 240 s. The trap field is sometimes raised using the mirror coils and allowed to settle for 60s. Then, for on-resonance runs, the microwave frequency is alternately swept at 1MHz/s across a 15MHz interval covering f bc and f ad . The off-resonance frequency scans were 100 MHz lower. Six sweep cycles are performed, after which the trap magnets are rapidly switched off. On-resonance, off-resonance, and nomicrowaves (zero-power) runs were interspersed. Table 1 summarizes the number of trials for each variation of the experiment, along with the number of antihydrogen atoms detected in a 30 ms window when the trap fields were ramped down. The rate at which cosmic ray events are misinterpreted as annihilation events is (4.7 ± 0.2) × 10 −2 s −1 or (14.1 ± 0.6) × 10 −4 per trial. A clear decrease in H survival rate is observed when on-resonance data are compared to off-resonance (or no-microwaves) data. This is precisely the effect one would expect to observe if spin-flip transitions are being induced. By comparing the rate at which H atoms are detected during on-resonance trials with the corresponding rate for off-resonance trials, one obtains the probability (p-value) of 1.0 × 10 −5 that the observed number of outcomes could have occurred by chance.
Results

Number of TrialsH
The number of atoms surviving after the no-microwaves trials is greater than the case in which microwaves are injected but are off-resonance. The p-value for this being a chance occurrence is 6 × 10 −3 . This observation can be explained by far off-resonant interactions with |c state atoms.
Appearance data are H annihilation events occurring during the microwave radiation window of 180 s. Here a bagged decision tree classifier was used to reduce cosmic ray backgrounds [3, 8] . This classifier, together with a vertex position cut, reduces the signal acceptance by ∼ 25% while the cosmic ray background rate is reduced to (1.7 ± 0.3) × 10 −3 Hz. Figure 2 shows the time distribution of detected annihilation events during the microwave sweep . Data for all microwave power levels is included. During the first microwave sweep (0 s < t < 30 s) we record a significant excess of counts in on-resonance data compared to off-resonance data corresponding to a p-value p = 2.8 × 10 −5 . This shows that the microwave power is sufficient to flip most of the spins.
To quantify the experimental bound on the hyperfine splitting of the H atom we seek the maximum and minimum values of ∆ν HF S that are consistent with our observations. The maximum hypothetical splitting such that the onresonance experiments remain on resonance and the off-resonance experiments remain off resonance is 1520 MHz while the minimum ∆ν HF S is 1320 MHz. We conclude that the hyperfine splitting of the H atom is consistent with that of the hydrogen atom to within 100 MHz.
Under the assumption of an exponential H loss process, a fit to the nomicrowave data yields a trap loss rate of (0.3 ± 1.3)10 −3 s −1 , updating our previous result [10] . This is consistent with the loss rate expected from residual gas collisions. 
Systematic Effects
Microwave radiation heats the trap electrodes, causing desorption of cryopumped material from the cold surfaces. It is thus plausible that confined antihydrogen atoms will encounter these released gases and annihilate. The magnitude of the effect could be different because the sweep frequencies differ by 100 MHz. However temperature and pressure measurements indicate that releases of absorbed atoms during the two sweeps would be very similar. Also if the desorption of cryo-pumped materials were the source of the annihilation events, we should have observed similar time distributions for the same frequency at the different magnetic fields.
Our numerical models indicate that the axial distribution of annihilation events expected from desorption is different from that caused by spin-flip interactions at the centre of the trap. Annihilation events caused by spin-flip interactions are highly localized around the trap centre, while those caused by a background of matter atoms are much more broadly distributed, extending out the trap ends [3] . Thus the observed difference between the on-and off-resonance sweeps is inconsistent with annihilation on residual gas.
Simulation of Microwave Radiation Interaction with Trapped Antihydrogen
A simulation of our PSR experiments has been developed to obtain a deeper understanding of their systematic uncertainties. The microwave magnetic field amplitude and the physical location of the surface on which atoms pass through resonance (set by the frequency) are the key parameters that govern the time distribution of annihilation events. From an experimental perspective our knowledge of these parameters is limited. We measure the on-axis static magnetic field and microwave electric field at the centre of the trap using electron cyclotron resonance. More generally, one component of the microwave electric field can be mapped out along the axis of the trap [5] . While this is informative, it does not give us the microwave magnetic field. In fact, it reveals that as expected, the microwave field pattern is a complex superposition of standing and traveling waves. The best we can do in our simulation to model this complex field is to treat it as a uniform radiation field. We calculate classically the trajectories of antiatoms in the trap [9] , use the Landau-Zener approximation to determine the probability of a microwave-induced spin flip transition, and continue to track them until they annihilate on the trap walls. From this simulation, we obtain the spin-flip probability distribution for a single passage through resonance for a given set of conditions and the distribution of times that it takes them to cycle back through resonance. These distributions are calculated on a grid of microwave power and frequency values appropriate to our experimental conditions. The expected time distribution of annihilation events (associated with PSR transitions) is generated by calculating the annihilation probability over the microwave sweep. Figure 2 shows a histogram of simulated annihilation events overlayed on top of the data points for on-resonance and off-resonance experiments. In both cases the simulated effective microwave magnetic field is 1.8 times larger than that inferred from ECR experiments, and the frequency offset is 20 MHz above the target value, corresponding to a 7 Gauss magnetic field deficit at the centre of the trap. These values give the best correspondence between the simulation and the data. Similar levels of agreement are observed throughout a region with offsets ranging from 5MHz-40MHz and a microwave field scale factor ranging from 1.5-2.2. These values are well within our experimental uncertainties, so the simulation supports our conclusion that resonant spin flips are the mechanism responsible for ejecting H from the trap.
Outlook
A new trap has been commissioned in 2014 featuring laser and microwave access ports and a flatter magnetic field near the trap center. In addition to 1S-2S spectroscopy, we propose to measure the H |d → |c transition at 0.65T where it takes its maximum value. This reduces the linewidth, and a measurement precision of 10 −7 is possible, limited by transit-time broadening. Further improvement is possible through laser-cooling the trapped H. These would represent a significant CPT test.
